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Chapter 2597

　　Tang Qin angrily burst into tears on the spot, Cai Manlin quickly pulled Tang Qin out,
pointed at Ruan Yan and said, “Okay, remember, this will not end like this, I will fight myself
Call Mr. Ji and ask her to teach you a lesson.”

　　”Damn, who is not Mr. Ji’s woman?” Ruan Yan said arrogantly, “I’m just different from
Tang Qin, I prefer to speak with strength, not like Some people have no resources and no
money, so they can only be banned.”

　　After speaking, she turned and left in a haughty manner.

　　Tang Qin looked at her back with resentment, “You guys, hurry up and copy the
surveillance video of the conference room and send it to President Ji.”

　　She must let Ji Ziyuan see Ruan Yan’s arrogant look.

　　No one knows Ji Ziyuan better than her. What Ji Ziyuan hates most is this kind of
disobedient woman.

　　Today, she received these two slaps, and she will make Ruan Yan come back ten times
the price.

　　…

　　in the company hallway.

　　Zhao Xin followed Ruan Yan in front of her step by step, until now her mind is dazed.

　　She really didn’t expect Ruan Yan to be so crazy, that was Tang Qin, and the whole
company didn’t dare to offend, even President Du was polite when facing Tang Qin.

　　It’s over, it’s over.
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　　Tang Qin will definitely sue.

　　”Ruan Yan, you were too impulsive just now.” Zhao Hong was very angry, “I know you hate
Tang Qin, but you shouldn’t hit someone first on that occasion, so many people watched,
Tang Qin told Ji Ziyuan By your side, you can’t tell with ten mouths.”

　　”Then what do you think Ji Ziyuan will do to me?” Ruan Yan suddenly turned around and
asked.

　　Zhao Hong sighed.

　　She couldn’t tell Ruan Yan that Ji Ziyuan attached great importance to Tang Qin.
Compared with Tang Qin, Ruan Yan would definitely suffer.

“Sister Hong, you don’t have to be embarrassed.” Ruan Yan smiled, “I know a lot of things,
the reason why I did this today is to make Ji Ziyuan feel that I’ve been arrogant since I
became his woman, and he hates it the most. What kind of woman, a petite woman, I didn’t
get any benefit from following him, I can’t keep spending time with him without a name or a
share.”

　　Zhao Hong suddenly realized that Ji Ziyuan and Ruan Yan were together at the
beginning. She was still quite happy, but Tang Qin’s comeback later also made her realize
that this was not a good thing.

　　First, Ji Ziyuan did not take care of Ruan Yan.

　　The second is that now this will arouse Tang Qin’s jealousy.

　　There really isn’t any need for a relationship that doesn’t get any good.

　　”Then have you ever thought that Ji Ziyuan would block you for Ruan Yan,” Zhao Hong
said about his concerns.

　　Zhao Xin behind him said, “Mr. Ji won’t be so ruthless, isn’t it just two slaps in the face,
we Ruan Ruan have followed him for so long, no credit or hard work.”

　　Zhao Hong smiled bitterly.
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　　Ji Ziyuan is ruthless and ruthless, so there is nothing to talk about.

　　I don’t understand why Ji Ziyuan thinks Tang Qin is so important. She wants her to say
that Tang Qin is not qualified to compare with Ruan Yan.

　　”Probably not, at most he forced me to apologize to Tang Qin.”

　　Ruan Yan comforted them, “By the way, you should go and find out why Mr. Du left in a
hurry in the middle of the meeting, as if something major happened. “

　　Yes, I forgot about this, Zhao Xin, you should send Ruan Yan back first.”

　　Zhao Hong explained a few words and left.

　　After Ruan Yan got home, Zhao Xin only contacted her, “Just now, the supervision
department came to investigate us, and President Du was also called to talk.”

　　”It’s so serious.” Ruan Yan pretended to be surprised.

Let me go mr. hill chapter 2598

Chapter 2598

　　”It’s mainly the matter of Vice President Zeng that has had a great impact on the society.”
Zhao Xin sighed, “But I really didn’t expect that President Ji’s contacts would also be
investigated, and it is said that he would be fined. I feel that Fanyu will have to keep a low
profile in the entertainment industry for a long time in the future.”

　　Ruan Yan and her briefly chatted a few words and ended the call, and after a while, Qiu
Haolin called again, and the other party’s voice was very excited. , “Ruan Yan, you are too
powerful. If the supervision department investigates Fanyu, this matter will definitely not be
easily let go.”

　　”How about your side?” Ruan Yan asked in a light tone.
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　　”Speaking of this…I didn’t dare to go out.” Qiu Haolin whispered, “I went to the company
yesterday, and it felt like someone was following me. In addition, there were problems with
the approval of the new dramas that were filmed before.”

　　”Then you have to An accident.” Ruan Yan made a small suggestion, “The accident looks
like someone deliberately retaliated.”

　　”What do you mean?” Qiu Haolin wondered.

　　”Now the outside world knows that you exposed the matter of Vice President Zeng. At
this time, the supervision department is investigating. If you have an accident, what do you
think…the relevant departments will think.” Ruan Yan remained calm. remind.

　　Qiu Haolin suddenly said, “Ruan Yan, you are really…”

　　”Hang up.”

　　Ruan Yan didn’t want to listen anymore, what Qiu Haolin did was her business.

　　But she didn’t expect Qiu Haolin to be so ruthless. In the afternoon, she heard that
President Fenghong was hit by someone and taken to the hospital when he went out. The
situation was very dangerous.

　　…

　　in the hospital.

　　When Ji Ziyuan heard this, he said angrily, “Didn’t I tell you that the supervisory
department is investigating Fanyu and asked you to cancel the action against Qiu Haolin?”

　　”Mr. Ji, we didn’t do it.” That Taoist Said, “We listened to you and retreated early, it’s all
dinner at home.”

　Ji Ziyuan quickly realized that this was a trick Qiu Haolin gave him.

　　It’s been a long time since no one dared to play with him.

　　This play is so beautiful.
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　　He almost smashed his notebook on the spot.

　　Coincidentally, Du Xuan’s call also came in, “Mr. Ji, it’s not good, the supervision
department has caused us some trouble, fined us 100 million yuan, and gave us a severe
warning. In such a bad situation as the vice president, let us reorganize it.”

　　One hundred million is actually a small number to him.

　　But the damage to reputation is irreparable.

　　This will also become a joke in the entertainment industry.

　　He Ji Ziyuan had never eaten such a big deflation before.

　　Ji Ziyuan sneered, “Punish it.”

　　Du Xuan couldn’t help complaining, “Actually, it was just a verbal warning before, but Qiu
Haolin’s accident annoyed them. When I went there for investigation, they also said that we
Fanyu It’s too arrogant.”

　　”Don’t contact Zeng Hengshu for the time being.”

　　Ji Ziyuan threw the phone away, took out a cigarette, and lit it slowly.

　　Not long after, Ji Zehao called and scolded him, “You bastard, I told you not to go to the
entertainment circle to toss, but now it’s better, if you get a fine, the people on the director’s
side let me warn you, Don’t drag Mrs. Ji, and, I remind you, great ambition is a good thing,
but you have to understand how many people are jealous of us outside, and this time, Song
Ji contacted me personally.”

　　”What did he say?” Ji Ziyuan He took a deep breath on his cigarette.

　　”Being contented.”

　　Ji Ziyuan chuckled, “The Song family is trying to oppress me.”

　　”This time it’s just a warning, you can stop now,” Ji Zehao hung up the phone.
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